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ABSTRAcT MNCs are increasingly facing global enyironmental issues demanding coordinated
market and non-market strategic responses. The home country institutional context and individual
company histories can create divergent pressures on strategy for MNCs based in different
'global
countries; however, the location of MNCs in global industies and their participation in
issuesarenas' create issue-levelfields within which strategic convergencemight also be expected.
This paper arnlyzes the responses of oil MNCs to climate clnnge and finds that local context
,H:::.t
initial corporate reacrtons, but that convergent pressures predominate as the issue

Trans-Atlantic responsesby multinational corporations (MNCs) in the oil industry to the prospect of international controls on greenhouse gases have been
strikingly different. U.S.-based companies such as Exxon and Chevron have
aggressively challenged climate science, pointed to the potentially high economic costs of gteenhousegas controls, and lobbied against mandatory emission
controls.l In addition to these political strategies,U.S. companies have invested
little in alternative energy sources and some have even divested renewable
energy assets in recent years. By contrast, BP and Shell, the two largest
European companies,have acceptedthe scientific basis for precautionary action,
expressedsupport for the Kyoto Protocol on greenhousegases, and announced
substantial investment plans for renewable energy.
These divergent strategies each represent a coherent blend of market and
non-market strategies.2The American firms have been investing their resources
primarily in political strategies to prevent a binding protocol and to defend their
existing asset and competency base. The European firms have invested more
Bartsch and Muller (2000). The 1997 Kyoto Protocol to control greenhouse gases(GHG) could result in carbon
taxes ranging fron $20 to $350 per ton; a $100 carbon tax is equivalent to $13 per barrel of oil, or 30 cents
per gallon of gasoline.
2 Baron (1995).
I
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modest resources in political efforts to shape the emerging climate change
regime, to generate positive public relations from this stance, and to develop new
lower-carbon technologies and products. The differences among the companies
defy simple explanation, however. The more obvious economic and technological characteristics of the companies, such as the carbon intensity of their
production and reserver, ar" ,irril* in profile.3 Indeed most of thesetompanies
are large, integrated multinationals with comparable strategic capabilities, and
they possessproduction and distribution operations throughout North America,
Europe, and the Middle East. Given the degree of globalization in this industry
and the undifferentiated product, we might expect a high degree of strategic
convergence.
To explore this divergence, we review the theoretical literature on MNC
strategies,which primarily emphasizesthe tension between the pursuit of global
integration and local responsiveness.a
Our focus on climate change introduces a
new element to this discussion,becausethere has been little scholarly aftention
given to the question of MNC strategiestoward social and environmental issues
negotiated within global arenas.We argue that MNCs generally need to respond
with coordinated global market and non-market strategiesto such issues. These
strategies,while relatively unified and coherent for each MNC, might nevertheless differ among MNCs due to their embeddednessin particular home country
institutional and market contexts, and the unique history of each MNC. However, the location of MNCs in global industries and their participation in 'global
issues arenas' constitute common organizational fields within which strategic
convergencemight be expected.
This case study supplies a rich source of data with which to analyze the
shifting balance of divergent and convergent pressures on MNC strategies;
indeed, strategies were shifting while the study was underway. Home country
and firm level context influenced initial corporate reactions, but convergent
pressuresat the global industry and issue level tended to predominate as the
issue matured. The signfficance of the study extends to issues of public policy.
The combustion of oil-based fuels accounts for nearly half of greenhousegas
(GHG) emissions in industrialized countries, yet oil companies control substantial technological, financial, and orgznizationalresourcesthat could be mobilized
to address the problem. The study also has managerial relevance. Given the
uncertainty and the high stakesinvolved, mzrnagers'needto avoid being trapped
in an "kon cage" of institutionalized perspectives.)

Theoretical background
The conflicting pressures on MNCs' strategies are well recognized in the
International Business literature. Rosenzweig and Singh write that "On one hand,
a multinational enterprise is a single organization that operates in a global
3 Rowlands (2000).
4 hahalad and Doz (1987)
5 DiMaggio and Powell (1983).
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environment, with a need to coordinate its far-flung operations. On the other
hand, an MNE is comprised of a set of organizations that operate in distinct
national environments."6Bartlett points to the benefits of economiesof scale and
global sourcing that derive from a unified strategy coordinated acrossan MNC's
global operations.' At the same time, he recog[izes the considerablevalue of a
multidomestic strategy, adapting to each country's local culture, market conditions, regulatory environment, and technical standards. Bartlett argues that
MNCs should pursue a "transnational" strategy, combining the benefits of global
scale and learning with a degree of local responsiveness.
Corporate political strategiesgenerally need to respond to local political and
cultural contexts to a greater extent than product market strategies. Baron (1997)
arguesthat "Non-market strategies... tend to be less global and more multi-domestic, that is, tailored to the specific issues, institutions, and interests in a
country."8 Similarly, Hansen and Mitchell found that foreign subsidiaries of
MNCs adapt their political strategies to meet host country conditions, though
foreign flrms tended to try to avoid high-profile activities.e However, this
emphasis on multi-domestic non-market strategies may not hold for industries
that are more global in scope.Lin's study of American chemical multinationals
in Asia indicated that these companies adopted non-market strategiesbased on
their home-country environment; moreover, they worked through an international industry associationand multilateraltrade organizationsto internationalue the self-regulatory American model.lo
Oil industry responsesto climate change are likely to reflect this more gtobal
pattern. First, climate change is a global issue with an emerging inter-govemmental institutional infrastructure emerging out of multilateral negotiations.
While other environmental concerns, such as automobile and power plant
emissions that affect local air quality, are also widely regulated in many
countries, standardsand mechanisms are largely national or regional in scope.
By contrast, issues such as climate change, ozone depletion, and genetically
modified organisms are negotiated and regulated in the context of international
environmental regimes, within unified multilateral arenas;rr MNCs thus have
little choice but to develop unified company-wide positions regarding the
scientific, regulatory, and economic aspectsof such regimes. The cost of failing
to do so became evident for Shell in the mid-1990s, when Shell Europe moved
toward acceptanceof the need for internationally igreed greenhousegas emission controls while Shell U.S. was still a member of the Global Climate
Coalition (GCC), the industry association which lobbied aggressively against
any such measures. This inconsistency complicated the company's efforts to
pursue a particular political strategy, and became a severe liability when it was
publicized by environmental NGOs, leading Shell U.S. to leave the GCC in
1998. Clearly, implementation techniques, such as the channels of political
6
7
8
9
10
11

Rosenzweig and Singh (1991), p.340
Bafilett (1989).
Baron (1997).
Hansen and Mitchell (2001).
Lin (2001). See also DeSombre (2000).
Haas, Keohane and Levy (1993); Young (1994).
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access.,might vary frgm country to country, but the broad terms of support or
opposition to international emission controls need to be coherent and ioordinated.
lecond, the tight hnkage required between market and non-market strategies
makes it difficult to pursue diverse political strategies if the market environdent
global product and technology strategy. oil is the archetypal global
$epands a
--u.yot
industry. It is a commodity with a uniform international price and itr"
companies tend to adopt global rather than multidomestic Jtrategies, at leasiin
their production and refining operations.r2Although Rosenzwiig and singh
tloysfrt it unlikely that MNCs would ever "face a gtbuat competitive domainJa
global political domain, a global social domain, and a global technological
domain",13the engagementby oil companies with the climaie issue comes close
to this situation. Recognizing the need to coordinate their worldwide market and
non-market strategies, most of the large oil MNCs have formed internal
cross-functional "climate teams" for precisely this purpose. The large auto
MNCs have also formed climate teams, but the position bf these comp-aniesis
more complex, due to the layering of the climate issue on top of a regional
industry structure of production, marketing, and emission regulition.la
If oil MNCs pursue unified global strategies,the question iemains as to how
that strategy is determined.Exxon and Bp both pursue global climals strategies,
bu1 these strategies differ substantially. One possibifity is that strategy is- set
primarily in referenceto the MNC's home country conditions. porter's ,diamond
of competitiveness" lilks firms' national origins with strategy.tt The successof
MNCs in international markets, according to porter, is a funbtion of four home
country attributes: demand patterns, factors of production, the competitive
environment, and a network of related industries. If these country-baied attributes shape corporate capabiJities,then the resource-basedview of strategy
luggests that they also influence strategic choices of markets and technologieJF
Similarly, Huo_and McKinley argue that national labor force characteiistics
affect strategy,lTand Sethi and Elango, as wen as Murtha and Lenway, contend
that cultural, institutional, and political dimensions of the national environment
drive corporate capabilities and strategies.l8pauly and Reich, challenging the
notion of the truly global firm, concluded that the ..legacies of diitinitive
national histories continue significantly to shape the core operations of multinational flrms."le
A second possibility is that the ongoing internationalization of sales, supply
shains, and management structures can decouple MNCs from their aomeitlt
roots. Global, stateless corporations with ownership and management spread
across multiple countries are, some argue, increasingly dissociated from any
12
13
14
15
16
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GranrandCibin (1996);yergin (f991).
Rosenzweigand Singh(1991),p.343
Lr-yy and Rothenberg(2002). Seealso Shaffer (1992).
Porter(1990).
Wernerfelr(1984).
Huo andMcKinley (1992).
SethiandElango(1999);Murtha andLenway(1994).
PaulyandReich(1997)p.3.
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particular home country.m Vernon, whose product life cycle theory underlies the
"demand" point of Porter's diamond, had already recognized by 1979 that a
network of subsidiariescould reduce an MNC's information costs and increase
generally, the
responsiveness to international opportunities.2l More
"heterarchical" MNC can draw on country-specific advantages through its
international network, regardless of country-of-oigin.22 As a result of competition in a coflrmon global industry, we might expect to see MNCs converge in
their'intemational production networks'.23

Institutional

Influences on Strategy

There are two reasons for thinking that institutional factors are particularly
important in explaining strategic differences in the oil industry. First, Oliver has
argued that institutional influences are strongerunder conditions of uncertainty,z4
because managerial discretion is higher when the economic consequencesof
actions are unclear. For oil companiesfacing the climate issue, great uncertainty
surrounds the future of climate science, emission regulation, and markets for
alternative technologies. The future of the Kyoto Protocol remains unclear, nor
is there any degree of certainty concerning the future level of carbon taxes or
credits. Moderate controls on emissions of carbon dioxide would adversely
affect coal, a high carbon fuel, and benefit gas, a relatively low carbon fuel, but
the impact on oil demand is less clear,zsand there is no straightforward method
for calculating optimal strategies a priori. Investments in renewable energy
sources might yield first mover advantagesin vast new markets or could prove
to be a waste of money.
A secondreasonto look to institutional factors is that the traditional economic
determinants of strategy, particularly the external competitive environment and
internal resourcesand capabilities, are similar for the companies (see table 5).
Their geographicalprofiles, in terms of distribution of reservesand markets, are
quite comparable, and they all access the services of independent specialized
exploration and drilling companies.26Perhapsmore than any other industry, oil
companies approach strategy in an internationally coordinated manner, while
utilizing global sourcing, integration, and rationalization to achieve economiesof
scale and low costs.27As a result of their exposure to a common global industry

20 Ohmae(1995);Reich(1991).
2 l Vemon (1979).
22 Bartlettand Ghoshal(1986);Bartmessand Cemy (1993);Roth and Morrison(1992);Solvell andZandet
(199s).
23 Ernst and Ravenhill (1999). Ernst and Ravenhill observeda partial convergencebetweenAmerican and
JapaneseMNCs in the electronicsindustry, partly attributableto Japaneseemulation of the strategiesof
American MNCs.
24 Oliver(1991).
25 Bartschand MuUer(2000).
26 Rowlands(2000).
27 Ernst and Steinhubl(1999);Yergin (1991).
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and possessionof similar technological and economic resourcesand capabilities,
the_oil companies might be expected to pursue similar strategies.
Institutional theory offers the potential to explain the different strategies
pursued by European and U.S.-based oil companies. Institutional environmJnts
are associated with particular organizational fields, which comprise .,those
organizations that, in the aggregate,constitute a recognized area ofinstitutional
life: key suppliers, resources and product customers, regulatory agencies, and
other organizations that produce similar services or products.,izs11 situations
yh"t" managershave significant discretion, corporate strategy can be influenced
by the location of firms tn organtzationalfields with strong cognitive, normative,
and regulatory pressures.2eThese institutional environrienti shape corporate
perceptions and interpretationsof technological and market potentiil, reguiatory
constraints, firm-specific capabilities, and other factors. sh-arma,for eiample,
found that differences in managerial interpretations were influenced by .".iuio
factors in the organizational context, including the legitimation of environmental
issu.esas an integral aspect of corporate id-entity anA tne discretionary slack
available to managers for creative problem soiving.3OThese cognitive and
normative frames of reference in turn affect the stiategy formati6n process.
'key
asiects of
f\{urtha, Lenway, and Bagozzi (1998), for example, arguJ that
internatrgnal strategic capabilities derive from manageri' cognitive proc-esses,'31
and Prahalad and Doz suggest that strategic changl in ttztNcs begins with a
reorientation of the mind-sets of senior managers.3tThe institutiona-ldrivers of
strategy are important because, as Hoffman has argued, ',the debate over
environmental issues such as climate change is determined by which actors are
engaged,what kinds of problems are debated,how those problems are defined,
and what kinds of solutions are considered appropriate."3.
Multinajional corporatiols are subject to conflicting strategic pressuresarising
^
from the institutional environments of their home country, ttre host countriesl
and the global industry.3a The distinct regulatory and cultural contexts of
c.ountries suggests that the home country environment is a coherent organnational field likely to exert a powerful influence on MNC strategy formrilation,
grgating divergent pressureson companiesheadquarteredin diffeient countries.3i
Schneider and de Meyer link "perceptions and interpretations of the environment, the organization, and the strategicissue" with national cultures.36sethi and
Elango also note that cultural values and norms ard an important element of the
country of origin effect.31These institutional influences ut" tlk"ly to preserve the
legacy of the country of origin, even in highly internationalized-companies,
28
29
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DMaggio and Powell (1991) p. 143.
Scott and Meyer (1994).
Sharma (2000).
Murtha, Lenway, and Bagozzi (1998) p.97.
Prahaladand Doz (1987).
Hoffman (1999) p.1369
Gooderham, Nordhaug and Ringdal (1999); Kostova (1999); Wesrney (1993).
Rosenzweig and Singh (1991); Kostova and Roth (2002).
Scbneider and de Meyer (1991) p.308.
Sethi and Elango (1999).
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because most MNCs still concentratetheir senior managementresponsible for
strategy in the country of origin. One possible explanation for the differences
among the oil companies is thus that climate strategies are formulated in the
context of cognitive frames and regulatory systems reflecting home country
environments. It is widely believed, for example, that European consumersand
regulators are more concerned than their American counterparts about the natural
environment, and are more likely to make economic sacrifices for environmental
benefits.38These differences are likely to influence corporate forecasts of
consumer demand for fossil fuels and alternatives, as well as their expectations
concerning the likelihood and stringency of regulation.
The country of origin effect is not the only way that institutional pressurescan
lead to strategic heterogeneity. Each company's unique history and culture
affects its response to institutional pressures. Companies that experienced a
history of losses associated with alternative energy sources are likely to institutionalize a negative view toward the future prospects of such technologies.3e
While some companies still believe environmental regulations are a burdensome
imposition, others are embracing the notion that proactive environmental managementpractices can offer 'win-win' strategic opportunities.4 Within the MNC
itself, sffategiesand practices developed in the home country are not necessarily
transmitted evenly to all subsidiaries. Kostova argues that such transfer is
hindered when home and host countries possessdifferent institutional profiles.al
While country of origin and individual company differences create divergent
pressureson strategy, MNCs competing in global industries are subject to the
convergent pressuresgeneratedby a common industry-level field. The progressive delinking of oil industry MNCs from their home countries and the growing
importance of the global oil industry as the dominant organizational field
constitute an important force for strategic convergenceamong oil MNCs. The
trend toward cross-border mergers and acquisitions, such as BP-Amoco, reinforces this orientation. The major oil companies refine and sell petroleum
products in each other's markets, so they are subject to similar sets of regulatory
pressures.Given the keen awarenessof interdependencein a global oligopoly
and the difficulty of differentiating their products, companies are likely to copy
each others' moves to prevent rivals from gaining undue advantage.a2Industry
interdependence also takes a collaborative form, within industry associations and
in alliances and joint ventures. Executives read the same trade joumals and the
same industry studies. Participation in the global oil industry thus exerts
cognitive, normative, and regulative pressurestoward convergence.a3
The emergence of clirnate change as a 'global issues arena' constitutes a
second convergent influence. Little scholarly attention has been paid to the
implications for MNCs of the multilateral negotiations and binding international
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Kempton, Craig and Kuemen (1995); Kempton and Craig (1993).
l,evy and Rothenberg (2002).
Porter and van der Linde (1995); Reinhardt (2000).
Kostova (1999).
Chen and MacMillan (1992); Chen and Miller (1994); Ituickerbocker (1973).
Scou and Meyer (1994).
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treaties associated with issues such as climate change, ozone depletion, and
biodiversity. The network of actors involved in a global issues arena interact
frequently and develop their own organizational frameworks, thus constituting
sub-fields with isomorphic pressures. The senior managers responsible for
climate-related strategy in the major companiesknow each other well and meet
regularly at international negotiations, conferences and other events. They
interact within issue-specific sub-groups of organizations such as the International Chamber of Commerce, which are developing institutional structures
around the climate issue. These managers are therefore likely to develop
common cognitive and normative frames, so that they come to view climate
science and the threats and opporfunities arising from regulation and new
technologies in similar ways.
To sum up the theoretical framework, oil MNCs facing the climate change
issue are expected to develop unified company-wide strategies,but these strategies might vary across firms. Institutional pressuresare likely to be important
determinants of responsesto climate change due to the high level of uncertainty
associatedwith the issue and the similarity of economic determinantsof strategy
for the companies. The oil MNCs are subject to two sources of divergent
institutional pressures, stemming from their home country environments and
each individual firm's history and experiences. Two sources of convergent
pressuresare participation in the global industry and in the climate change issue
itself.
The balance of divergent and convergentforces is liable to shift over time. We
posit that divergent pressuresinitially predominate, as local context influences
initial corporate reactions to emerging social and environmental issues,but that
convergent pressuresincrease as an issue matures. When a new issue such as
climate change first emerges, uncertainty is very high regarding the scientffic
issues, technological alternatives, and potential regulatory responses. In the
absence of significant inter-firm communication and coordination, firms are
likely to respond based on their existing institutionalized repertoires of understanding that are company-specific and related to their home country's national
cultural and regulatory contexts.
Over a period of time, a more sophisticated understanding of the science
emergesand mechanismsfor regulating emissions,monitoring, and enforcement
become institutionalized. In the case of climate change, this maturity was
signaled by the release in 2001 of the Third Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the voluminous official output of
collaborative efforts by more than two thousand scientists to inform the international negotiating body concerning climate science, likely inpacts, and approaches to mitigation.4 The report, drafts of which were available during 2000,
significantly strengthened the scientific consensus concerning the anthropogenic
causes of climate change and its likely severity. A number of corporate scientists
also were drafted to participate in writing and reviewing the report, integrating
them to some extent into the 'epistemic community' associated with this
44 T\e report is commissioned by the IPCC and produced under the auspices of the World Meteorological
Association and the United Nations Environmental Programme. Available at http://www.ipcc.ch
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regime.asDetailed mechanismsfor emission trading and for funding technology
transfer to less developed countries were devised at the flfth Conference of the
Parties (COP-5) in Bonn n 1999 and at COP-6 in the Hague in 2000. By this
stage, corporate representatives from a core group of oil, coal, automobile, and
chemical companies had been meeting several times a year at negotiation
sessions,conferences,and industry associations.As the companiesbecamemore
aware of their competitors' responses and more enmeshed in issue-specffic
international regulatory and scientific institutions, they began to coordinate their
responses to the issue within cross-national industry associations and issuespecific working groups. These intense interactions strengthenedthe issue-level
organizational field within which strategic convergencemight be expected.

Methodology
The purpose of this study was to examine why companies in the oil industry,
with similar intemal competenciesand external market conditions, might pursue
such different strategies. In our study, which was based on an inductive
approach,tr the initial hypothesis was that trans-Atlantic differences in oil
company responseswere a function of the home country institutional environment. Exxon and BP were selectedbecausethey are frequently held to epitomize
the divergent responsesof American and European firms.a7 Shell is the only
other large integrated European oil major. Texaco was included partly for
reasons of access and partly because its strategy has recently diverged from
Exxon's. The four companies thus enabled us to study inter- and intra-regional
similarities and variations, providing a limited degreeof theoretical replication.as
While case studies have obvious limitations regarding generalizability, recent
mergershave resulted in the industry being dominated by four super-majors.Our
research encompassedthe dominant parrner in three of these companies and
Texaco was acquired by Chevron subsequent to the study. The applicability of
the findings to other sectors is obviously more tentative and problematic, and
requires further research.
Following the analytic induction method, the first round of data collection
pointed to the need to extend the theoretical framework to account for multiple
sources of divergent and convergent strategies.aeAnother iteration of data
collection and analysis led to further refilement of the framework, in which we
45
46
47
48
49

Haas, Keohane and I-evy (1993).
Manning (1982).
Rowlands (2000).
Yin (1989).
Dafa were collected from a series of semi-structued interviews conducted in the summer of 2000 in the U.S.
and Europe with a total of sixteen senior corporate managers responsible for stralegy, public affairs, and
environmental concerns. In addition, we interviewed staffin industry associations, government agencies, and
environmental non-govemmental organizations (NGOs). Interview lasted about one hour and some involved
multiple participants. Some interviews were recorded and transcribed, and detailed notes were taken where
recording was not permitted. Additional material was gathered through an extensive review of secondary
material. The data were sorted for analysis into large tables organized by company, topic, and timeline.
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proposed that divergent pressures dominate early in the issue lifecycle while
convergent pressures come to the fore as an issue matures. At this stage, a
review by several colleagues provided some confidence that the data were
congruent with the conceptual framework.

Global Trends in the Oil Industry
The oil industry is dominated by a few large vertically integrated companies
sharing many features. Most companies have traditionally been centralized due
to the need for vertical and horizontal coordination. Following the first oil shock
in the mid 1970s, the industry experiencedincreasedcompetition, price volatilrty, and waves of consolidation. In response, companies engaged in large
upstream investments and diversification. By the early 1980s, oil MNCs had all
expanded into minerals, nuclear, coal and renewable energy.soSome companies
ventured further afield to electricity generation and unrelated businessessuch as
office automation.
By the late 1980s, the oil companies shifted from diversification to focus
strategies and an emphasis on shareholder value. The loss of subsidies for
renewable energy was one factor in the U.S., but divestment and retrenchment
in core oil, gas, and chemical sectors was a global phenomenon.The industry
also witnessed a restructuring wave in which companiesrepurchasedsharesand
attempted to construct lean, low cost operations in order to increase the return
on capital.sr The shift of direction from growth to operational efficiency led to
a reduction of managementlayers and divisions, and a move from geographical
to product-baseddivisions, usually defined as upstream, downstream and chemicals. Vertical deintegration was accompaniedby decentralization as companies
sought more flexibitty in adjusting to volatile market conditions. Management
increasingly saw companies as asset portfolios to be actively managed and
displayed a willingness to trade within core businessareas.Shell was the first to
allow refineries to purchase oil outside the group, and all companies established
oil trading divisions. Downstream operations became profit centers rather than
captive markets.
The collapse of oil prices in 1998 triggered a wave of mergers and acquisi'megamajors' enjoying economtions. There was a generalrecognition that only
ies of scale would be able to survive, along with smaller specialist players in
exploration and production.52Table I shows basic data on these megamajors.
BP merged with Amoco in 1998 and Arco ln 1999, gaining geographic
diversity and much larger gas operations. Exxon acquired Mobil in 1998 and
Chevron bought Texaco in late 2000. Shell has eschewed mergers and instead
continued its traditional reliance on internal competency development and on
joint ventures and alliances. Recent mergers are summarized tn Table 2.
As a result of these trends, the companies are all highly internationalized, in
terms of their assets, employment, and revenues, as seen in Table 3. The
50 Grantand Cibin (1990.
51 Grantand Cibin (1990.
52 Emst and Steinhubl(1999); Stonham(2000).
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Taels 1. Proflle of major oil companies1999

Revenues Profits
($m;
($m;

Company

Exxon-Mobil
Shell
BP*
Texaco
Chevron(1998)

163,881
105,366
96,742
35,690
32,676

Assets
Net proved oil
($m1 Employees (million barrels)

7,910 LM,52l 106,000
8,584 113,883 96,000
6,430 115,833 97,r98
I,r77
28,972
18,363
2,070 40,668
36,490

11,260
9,775
6,535
3,480
4,697

Net proved gas
reserves
@n. cub. feet)

56,796
58,541
33,802
8,108
9,303

* Includes Amoco, Arco. Source: Fortune,24 JuIy 2000; Reinhardt, 2000; Annual Reports.

companiesform a global oligopoly and participate'tn a common global industry.
As a result, they are likely to pursue global strategies, and they tend to move
through phasesof diversification, restructuring, and consolidation in a synchronized fashion. Texaco, before its merger with Chevron, was somewhat of an
outlier. due to its smaller size and more domestic orientation.
Tasle 2. Recentmersers
Company Merged with:
BP
Exxon
Texaco

Amoco: announced 8/11/98, effective 12198. Arco, announced4/99, effective 4/OO
Mobil: announced 72/98, effe*tive lI/99
Chevron: announced 10/16/00. effective 10/01

Oil Cornpany Strategies on Climate Change
The responses of the four companies studied, summarized in Table 4, were
internally quite consistent. Each company's web site and published materials
portray a particular stance toward climate science, the Kyoyo Protocol, and
renewable energy technologies; interviewees of the same company in different
countries broadly reflected these positions. Comparisons across firms showed
significant variation, however. BP is widely consideredto be the most responsive
company on the issue. John Browne's landmark speech in May 1997 was the
first acknowledgement in the industry of a case for precautionary action despite
scientific uncertainty, and BP was the first company to leave the GCC, the major
industry association opposing emission controls. ln 1997 BP established a
partnership with Environmental Defense to develop an internal carbon trading
scheme and joined the Pew Center for Global Climate Change, which advocates
for early action on the issue. In 1998 the company committed to reduce internal
emissions by l0Vo by 2010, even while output was expectedto grow 50Vo.BP's
acquisition of Amoco greatly increased its investment in solar energy, making
BP-Solarex the largest photovoltaics (PV) company in the world, with revenues
expected to climb to $1 billion within 10 years. BP sought to redefine itself as
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an energy company and believed that competitive advantage could be secured
through a positioning that is "distinctive in the eyes of governments, consumers,
and regulators".53This new profile became explicit with the launch of a new
'green starburst' logo and the slogan 'BP: N Beyond Petroleum' in July 2000.
Shell has broadly followed BP's strategy, though with a lower public profile,
and the company's literature stresses a broader commitment to sustainable
developmentthan BP's focus on climate change.Shell has acceptedthe scientific
need for action on greenhouse gas emissions and has established internal
emission reduction targets. Shell International Renewableswas set up in 1998,
consolidating existing businessesbut with a new commitment to invest $500
million over five years in renewables,primarily in PV and wind. More recently,
it has invested in power generationand distribution. Shell also has claimed to be
repositioning itself more broadly as an energy company.
Exxon has taken the firmest stand in the industry against GHG controls. In
addition to citing scientific uncertainties and the exclusion of developing
countries from emission controls, the company has warned of the dire economic
consequencesof Kyoto commitments.5aExxon advertised its own efforts to
promote internal energy efficiency, fuel cell research,and carbon sequestration.
Managers expressedthe view that the company's profltability, the envy of its
competitors, was due to its focus on core businessesand lean cost model.
Texaco, a U.S. oil company, began to shift position n 1999 toward the
European position. Texaco's managersacknowledged that the debatehas moved
beyond science toward policy prescription, and that the political momentum
toward mandatory controls was unstoppable. Under CEO Peter Bijur, Texaco
spent $67 million in 2000 to acquire 20 percent of Energy Conversion Devices
(ECD), which has technological capabilities in advanced batteries and PV.
The responsesof the oil companies are summarized in Figure 1.55A number
of classifications of environmental strategy have been developed, which generally portray a continuum from resistance,through passive compliance, to more
proactive and innovative responses.56We adopt Gladwin and Walter's twodimensional typology because it is richer in its portrayal of strategic options,
though we use labels for each quadrant that are more self-evident and accord
'cooperawith terminology in recent literature. In the climate change context,
tive' means support for mandatory emissions controls and investment in renewable energy technologies; the second dimension refers to the degree of
assertivenesswith which a company supports or opposesregulatory efforts. The
value of the matrix is illustrated in its depiction of Texaco's strategy as
uncooperative but passive; on a one-dimensional continuum, Texaco might
appear simply neutral, somewhere between Exxon and the European companies.

53 Reinhardt (2000).
54 Exxon web site accessed September 2000. http://www.exxon.corn/exxoncorp/news/publications/global_ctmate_change/g1obe3.html
55 Adapted from Gladwin and Walter (1980).
56 Hunt and Auster (1990); Russo and Fouts (1997); Steger (1993).
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The common emphasis on economies of scale and core energy businesses
makes the oil companies highly sensitive to external threats such as GHG
controls. Gladwin and Walter argued that security of supply and stability in
demand were the 'Jugular veins" of the oil industry,sT and any threat would
'resistant' here.
likely trigger an assertive, uncooperative response, labeled
While Exxon is clearly in this quadrant, we explore below why the companies
diverge in their responses.
Divergent Pressures in the OiI Industry
The Home-Country Effect
Three factors related to the MNCs' home countries could create divergent
pressures on their strategies: the home country's economic and physical resources, national economic and industrial policies, and cultural values and
institutional norms.58Oil was discoveredmuch earlier in the U.S. than in Europe
and many fields are now quite depleted. Illustrating Porter's logic, several
interviewees mentioned that US companies have developed sophisticatedtechnologies for enhancing oil extraction. Although this could result in a more
optimistic view of the adequacyof global oil supplies,companiesexpressedonly
minor differences on this point. All expected oil production to peak arotnd 2020
to 2030, with a slow subsequentdecline, though Shell's estimate was toward the
earlier end of the range. Moreover, the companies concurred that regulation and
new technologies rather than inadequate supply would drive the market for
"The
alternative energy. Don Huberts of Shell Hydrogen was quoted as saying
57 Gladwin and Walter (1980).
58 SethiandElango(1999).
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stone age did not end becausethe world ran out of stones, and the oil age will
not end becausewe run out of oil."5e
Inconsistent industrial policy in the U.S. toward renewable energy appearsto
be a more important factor in explaining trans-Atlantic differen"&i L-g"
subsidies initiated under the Carter administration were abruptly cut und-er
Reagan. one Exxon manager stated that "we are not looking to get into any
businesssupportedby government subsidies.we lost more than $50b mlion on
renewables,and learnt a lot of lessons." European companieslacked this history
of large losses. Moreover, where policy in the u.S. generally favored oil
exploration through various subsidies, European policies of high fuel taxation
and support for rail rather than road transportation signaled a less secure future
for oil.
Overall, home country economic and resourceconditions are unlikely to affect
competenciesvery much becausethe oil companiescan tap their subsidiariesfor
technologies and resources. The home country might, however, have more
impact on perceptions, which are framed in the coniext of cultural values and
instifutional norrns. The conventional wisdom is that "Europeans demonstrate
their considerable concern about environmental issues in their behavior as
voters, consumers,corporate managers,and policy makers ... fwhile] people in
the United States are more individualistic, more concernedabout theirlifeitvles
than about the environment, and more ideologically averse to regulation,'.6bA
survey by Kempton and craig supported this view, finding that Europeans
expressedmore concrete concernsabout environmental impacti on future gto".ations and viewed their responsibility for sustainability as part of their nitional
identity and heritage.6l
In our study, interviewees from European companies expressed explicit
concern for their legitimacy and image. A Bp managei statedthit ..asa co*pany
t yTg to act with corporate social responsibility, is it sensibleto turn a blind eyl
to this issue? our responsewas no." similarly a shell executive discussedtLe
ramifications of negative publicity following the execution of Ogoni activist Saro
wiwa in Nigeria and the Brent Spar incident:62"Here in Europe it can be hard
to go to church and show your face. There is a real concern for legitimacy and
what the community thinks. There is a fight for the hearts and minds or tne
public; this is a long-term force affecting our business." Following the Brent
Spar incident, consumer boycotts were organized tn European countries and
Shell's market share dropped noticeably in Germany. one of shelt's long-term
planning scenarios,termed People power, discussedthe risk of significant public
pressure. Exxon, by contrast, saw little value in improving its image: "ff we
appear more green, it might get us a better seat at the policy table, but the real
question is whether it would improve our accessto resourcesand markets. Bp
and shell actually attract counter-pressure for talking green but not doing
enough. There is a Norwegian saying that 'the spouting whale gets harpoonedl
59
60
61
62

Economist "Fuel cells meet big business.', The Economist, Jr:/ry24 1999
Levy and Newell (2000).
Kempton and Craig (1993).
described in Livesey (2001).
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Greenpeace has demanded than they pull out of fossil fuels altogether". This
evidence suggeststhat pubtc environmental concern is stronger in Europe than
the U.S., and that European firms are more attuned to it.
In the political arena, the American system of business-governmentrelations
is often chancteized as adversarial compared to the corporatist arrangements in
Europe, where key stakeholders engage in more collaborative bargaining.63
Several U.S. managers acknowledged that adopting an adversarial stance concerning climate change did not cost them much credibility with regulators; one
Exxon manager stated "they cannot ignore us anyway; we are the big elephant
at the table." While American companies generally had considerableexperience
and expertise in contesting policy in the technocratic reabn using scientific and
economic studies,e European managers viewed regulation as inevitable and
thought that an adversarial approach would only hurt their credibility and
political access.In any event, the European companies lacked credible climate
scientists, while Exxon's Brian Flannery, who played a key role in developing
the company's climate strategy, had published articles in scientific joumals and
was engaged in the international scientffic review process. For American oil
companies and industry associations,aggressivechallengesto regulation were a
legitimate mode of business.

Individuat

Company Differences

Conventional explanations for divergent strategieswould point to the different
competenciesand market positioning of companies.As noted above, oil MNCs
participate in a global industry, which gives them accessto similar technologies
and markets and reduces the home country factor in shaping corporate strategy.
Table 3 shows that the companies have similar international profiles. Rowlands
found that economic factors could not account for the climate strategiesof BP
and Exxon; indeed, Exxon had a higher proportion of operations in the
developing world, which are exempt from carbon controls under the Kyoto
Protocol, and its fuel mix has a lower carbon intensity, making it less vulnerable
to regulation.6s Gas is a relatively low carbon fuel, demand for which is likely
to rise sharply in a carbon constrained world. In table 5 below, we examine the
fuel mix for the companies in the study, and find little difference in the ratio of
gas to total reserves among the companies. BP does have a lower ratio of oil
reserves to current production, which could raise concern over reserve depletion
and increase the incentive to search for substitutes, but company interviewees
did not view resource depletion as a strategy driver.
Interview data also supports the view that the oil companies share similar
competenciesand strategiesin their core businesses.One Shell manager commented that "Exxon has a similar set of competencies as Shell; we have
comparable operations in terms of reserves, upstream and downstream operations". Similarly, an Exxon interviewee noted that: "The real question is whether
63 Vogel (1978).
64 Jasanoff(1990);Logsdon(1985).
65 Rowlands(2000).
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TaeI-B 5. Gas and oil production ratios 1999

Company
Exxon Mobil
Shell
BP
Texaco

Oil
Production
(th. bUday)
2,517
2,268
2,061
885

Gas
Production
(bn. cub.
feetlday)
10,308
'7,924
6,067
1,999

Gas/
Oil * Gas
production*

Oil
reserves/
production

69 percent
62 percent
66 percent
7l percent

4.5
4.3
3.2
J.J

Refinery
throughput
(thousands
barrels/day)
5,977
3,t37
2,522
1,491

Source:Annualreports.
* In termsof energyequivalent:
1000Cub.ft. of gas:0.178barrelsof crudeoil.
Shell or BP will forego any economic opporfunity in oil because of climate
change. We don't think so. They have a renewablesdivision, but in their core
oil and gas operations there is not much difference."
Significant differences did emerge, however, regarding perceptions of opportunities il renewableenergy. Exxon's extensive experiencewith renewablesmay
have given the company some technological advantages,but corporate thinking
was colored by the history of extensive losses.This institutional history provided
a pessimistic lens to evaluate future options. tee Raymond, Exxon's CEO,
claimgd that fuel cell powered cars would reduce global oil consumption by less
than 5Vo and viewed renewables as "a waste of money... oil and gas will
continue to be the dominant energy for the next 25 years".66Interviewees at
Exxon had a very clear perception of their company's strategic strengths. One
commented: "we have learnt from the experiment with diversification that
businessessuch as office products, with rapid product cycles and very different
technologies, require competenciesthat Exxon lacks". The company's status as
the most profitable of the oil majors created little stimulus to reconsider its
strategy. Instead, Exxon focussed its efforts on fuel cell research and carbon
sequestration, technologies which complement oi1 and thus enhance existing
competencies.6T
Moreover, Exxon's strategic planning was tightly centralized,
leaving little room for dissent on the climate issue.
Other oil companies,lacking Exxon's history of losses,interpreted opportunities in substitute technologies more optimistically. BP's CEO John Browne
stated that renewables could account for 5Voof revenuesby 202O, and 5OVoby
2060.68Shell's long-term planning scenarios envisage that renewables will
account for 3040Vo of global energy by 2060. While these statements are not
inconsistent with Exxon's projections, they are more sanguine. BP, Shell and
Texaco expressedthe belief that signfficant first mover advantagesmight accrue
in renewables, but that new competencies would take time to build, so early
investments were warranted. For Shell, this approach was a continuation of
66 The Economist'Energy Survey." The Economist, Feb- 8, 2001.
67 Abernathy and Clark (1985).
68 Financial Times, November 2, 2000 p. 30.
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the company's institutional history of organic, internal growth. Managers
thought that Shell's expertisewith offshore rigs could be applied to wind energy.
The company's scenarioplanning processemphasizeda longer time horizon than
Exxon and deliberately set out to incorporate diverse perspectives and challenge
conventional thinking. For Texaco, one impetus to reevaluate strategy was the
financial crisis caused when oil prices fell below $15 a barrel at the end of the
1990s. Texaco managers also expressedthe belief that their gasification technologies could generatehydrogen for fuel cells.
Convergent Pressures
Over time, some convergencein the companies' climate strategieshas become
apparent. Texaco began to move n 1999 and even Exxon has recently softened
its stance; its 2000 Health Safety and Environment Report acknowledged that
scientiic evidence warranted some precautionary action on emissions and it has
invested in fuel-cell programs. The European companies, while investing in
renewables, have maintained the vast majority of their assets in traditional
businesses.The trend toward convergence is not driven by any fundamental
change in the external environment; climate science has continued its slow
evolution, without the equivalent of the dramatic discovery an 'ozone hole' that
triggered drastic controls on ozone-depleting gases.6eConsiderable uncertainty
still remains concerning the magnitude and timing of climatic impacts, if not
their direction and cause. Though subsidies for wind and photovoltaics have
stimulated substantial growth in these markets, no technological breakthroughs
have occurred for renewable energy, and markets for oil and gas, as well as for
coal in the U.S., appear securefor the next quarter century. Despite the signing
of the Kyoto Protocol in November 2000.,ratification and implementation remain
uncertain, particularly after the U.S. withdrawal. Environmental groups have not
enjoyed any sudden upsurge in support, neither has the fossil fuel industry lost
its economic muscle. Rather, we argue that the convergent trend is driven by
institutional pressuresthat shape managerial expectations and perceptions, and
which stem from participation in a common global industry and issue arena.
Organizational changes are one source of this pressure. Oil companies have
abandonedgeographic structuresand moved toward globally integrated business
units, increasingly based in subsidiary locations. Moreover, it is only during the
1990sthat senior managementhas become internationalized,further reducing the
institutional dominance of the home country. It is likely that this geographic
dispersion of senior managerial authority reduced the impact of the home
country environment on strategy and increased corporate sensitivity to public
and regulatory pressures.Exxon, Mobil and Texaco still had only American
board members 1n 7995, but annual reports indicate that an increasing number
of senior executives have spent significant portions of their careers outside the
home country. Texaco's CEO Peter Bijur, appointed in 1996, had extensive
experience in Canada and Europe, and he formed a new team of senior
vice-presidents, all with substantial intemational experience. Texaco managers
69 Parson(1993).
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explicitly associatedthe change in the company's position on climate with the
appointment of Bijur and his opennessto European perspectives.
Global competition and interdependence in the oil industry sensitized companies to each other's actions. The 1989 Exxon Yaldez oil spill, for example,
stimulated concern among competitors and constituted a "calalyst for change
throughout BP".70 Similarly, BP learnt from Shell's misfortune with the Brent
Spar incident n 1995 that legitimacy and reputation can be more important than
technical analysis.TrIn turn, the 1997 speech by BP's Browne caused other
companies to reconsider their positions. One Texaco executive stated that
"Texaco has
always been stronger in engineering than public relations, but we're
trying to change. We saw how much mileage BP got from Browne's speech."
Texaco also began inventorying greenhousegas emissions in 1998. An interviewee commented that "we looked at how BP and Shell were inventorying their
emissions and evaluating the businessimpact of greenhousegases.Texaco took
the best pieces of their protocols". Exxon closely monitored thesedevelopments,
and one interviewee noted that "if emissionstrading becomes real, it would only
take a few months for us to come up with a system."
Participation in industry associationsand climate change meetings provided
arenas within which expectations concerning science, policy, markets, and
technologies tended to converge. Key managersresponsiblefor climate strategy
in each of the companies studied were on first name terms and had met each
other frequently during many official negotiating sessionsand conferences(see
table 6). European companies have participated in the American Petroleum
Institute and the GCC, while American companies attend European industry
meetings. The London-based International Petroleum Industry Environmental
Conservation Association (IPIECA), in which all the major oil companies
participate, has four active working groups, including one on climate change.
IPIECA has served as a particularly important venue for companies to discuss
their views, and staff gave an example of how a series of meetings helped to
reconcile differences. A July 1998 workshop on Kyoto implementation mechanisms produced a stalemate,with US companies concernedthat any mention of
possible mechanisms could imply agreement to a binding treaty. By 20@,
IPIECA was able to produce a document representing a coilrmon approach to
mechanisms.
More broadly, these intense interactions promote the diffusion of new conceptual frames for considering the business-environmentrelationship. American
companieshave moved toward acceptingthe need for some precautionary action
in the absenceof definitive scientiflc evidence, though without endorsing Kyoto.
While European companies were quicker to embrace the concept of ecomodernism,72suggestingthe compatibility of environmental and businessgoals, this
thinking has increasingly perrneated industry-wide discussions. One example of
this process was a series of open discussions in Washington D.C. in 1998 and
1999 on business and climate change organized by the Business Council for
70 Reinhardt(2000).
7l Reinhardt(1998).
72 Hajer(1995).
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Tanle 6. Principal institutional settings for oil industry
American Petroleum Institute (APf)
Intemational Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association (IPIECA)
Europia: European oil reflning and marketing industry
OGP: Intemational Association of Oil & Gas Producers
World Economic Forum meetings, annually in Davos. Sessionon oil industry and climate, February

2000
Intemational Chamber of Commerce, Working Group on Climate Change
Global Climate Coalition (GCC): all major oil companies were members tl'Jl 1996
MIT Global Change Forum: Annual conference in Cambridge, Mass.
Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC)
o Conferences of the Parties, most years since 1990
o Other subsidiarybodies meet severaltimes a year, e.g., SubsidiaryBody for Scientific and Technical
Advice (SBSTA)

SustainableEnergy. Michael Marvin, director of the organization, observed that
"companies don't come expecting to
change their positions, but they move by a
process of osmosis. At our meetings they talk about positive, reasonable
solutions. It makes a big impact when Enron, ARCO, and Shell come out ahead
on the issue." Industry interactions also served to discipline companies attempting to move too far or too quickly on the issue. One BP executive reported that,
following Browne's speech"we got cold shoulderedby some of our colleagues
within the industry".73
Convergencewas evident in the companies' perspectiveson the future of the
energy sector. Initially the oil companies had perceived clirnate change as a
serious business threat, but over time the companies became less pessimistic.
None of the oil company managers interviewed expected renewables to pose
major threats to oil before mid-century due to cost and hfrastructure limitations.
The common view was that the outlook for core oil and gas businessesremained
strong in the medium term; demand for gas for power generation vvnsfseming
even without carbon controls, while oil would remain the primary fuel for
transportation. Any improvements in fuel efficiency would be more than offset
by growth in vehicle sales and miles traveled, particularly in developing
countries, while radical technologies such as fuelcells still faced many cost and
technical barriers. Air transportation was growing rapidly. The renewable energy
operations of BP and Shell would thus remain small niche businesses.Exxon
reportedly "tracks other companies' developments of renewables, confident it
could re-enter the renewable field in the future".74

1 a Reinhardt(2000)p.9.
74 FinancialTimes, May 76,2001
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Conclusions
This study explored the strategic responsesto climate change of four major oil
companies in Europe and the U.S.. Conventional drivers of strategy could not
adequatelyexplain the marked differences observedin the companies' responses.
Instead, the study focused on the influence of the institutional environment.
MNCs facing global issues such as climate change are immersed in multiple
institutional contexts, subjecting them to competing pressures. The disparate
reactions of U.S. and European oil companies in the early phase of the climate
issue were found to be related to regulatory expectations,nonns concerning the
conduct of business-governmentrelations, and cognitive assumptionsregarding
the future of fossil fuels and substitute technologies. These regulative, nonnative, and cognitive influences were associatedwith the institutional context of the
MNCs' home country as well as with the specific history of each company. The
oil companies perceived climate change as a major threat, and, as predicted by
Gladwin and Walter, three of them adopted assertiveresponses;Exxon adopted
an adversarial political strategy while BP and Shell pursued more accommodative and technologically oriented strategies.
It is noteworthy that those companies with prior experience in renewable
technologieswere most reticent in investing in renewablesin responseto climate
change. Strategic responses were, it seems, driven by the institutionalized
memory of lossesassociatedwith prior investments,rather than by accumulated
technological competencies. In general, managerial perceptions of markets,
technologies, and regulatory prospects appeared more important as strategic
drivers than any objective assessmentof these factors. Indeed, it was the
uncertainty surrounding these issues that afforded management considerable
discretion and increased the influence of institutional factors. A significant
managerial implication of this study is, therefore, that institutional frames
provide strategic guidelines derived from historical and home country experiences,which are not necessarilyrelevant to futue global market conditions. The
failure of renewable energy markets to maintain growth in the 1980s does not
doom their prospectsfor the twenty-first century. MNCs need to develop strategy
based on a broad set of inputs gained from interactions with subsidiaries,
industry associations,and NGOs.
As the issue matured, corporate perceptions were increasingly subject to
convergent institutional pressures,which arose from the companies' common
location in the global oil industry and from the emergence of climate change as
a global issue arena. As a result of frequent interactions in these institutional
environments, the companies have developed similar outlooks on markets and
technologies. The emerging, more optimistic view of the future of the oil and gas
business reduces the stakes and thus the need for assertive political or technological strategies. Moreover, companies are converging on the view that the
flexible Kyoto mechanisms will provide only weak constraints on carbon
emissions, reducing the cost of compliance. As a result, there are few rewards
for proactively taking the risk of being a technological first-mover, and a
resistant strategy that aggressively challengespolicy may not be worth the cost
in political and social legitimacy.
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In terms of our typology of strategic responses,Exxon has become less
vociferous in its political strategy opposing emission controls. While it still does
not support mandatory emission conffols, the company admitted in an October
4, 2W2 advertisement in the New York Times that the risk of climate change
was "widely recogtized" and that doing nothing "is neither prudent nor responsible"; it is thus moving toward the center. Texaco has become somewhat more
cooperative, but not more assertive, moving toward the 'compliant' quadrant.
The European companies have remained focused on their core oil and gas
businesses;BP has invested far more in acquiring other oil companies and
building its gas position than in renewables.It has also become less outspoken
on the issue. The European companies could still be considered proactive, but
have moved somewhat toward the center. The arrows on Figure I depict these
changes, illustrating the partial trend toward convergence. While all companies
have moved their position, overall the convergent trend has been toward the
European position. Partly this reflects the earlier insularity of the position of
American companies and their unique relationship with the US administration.
Moreover, as the issue matured and the scientific consensusstrengthened,the
stance of active denial became untenable.
We have argued that the institutional case is strong here because of the
absenceof major external shifts in the scientific, regulatory, political or technological spheres.In the final analysis, however, the distinction between rationaleconomic explanationsand cognitive-institutional argumentsis less than precise.
Managers in the oil industry appear to have shifted their strategic calculations
based on a rational reassessmentof the situation, though this reassessmentwas
itself embedded within changing institutional contexts. The crystallization of a
scientific consensuswith the publication of the Third Assessment Report in
2001, and its acceptancenot just by policy makers but also in businesscircles,T5
was inherently a social process.T6Similarly, the assessmentof prospects for
low-carbon and renewable energy technologies is related to wider institutional
networks.TTMarkets are embedded in social and political structures, so their
rationality is contingent upon these broader frames of reference.T8Managers
attempt to make rational calculations of the costs and benefits of various
strategies,but these calculations are premised upon assumptions and forecasts
that are themselves shaped by interactions with competitors, governments, the
media. and other institutions.
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